
The Tenseless Theory of l'ime 

, 
we have noticed in the previous chapter that Nc'l'aggarts 

main contention has been that the A-Series of temporal facts 

involves contradiction. A 1 arge nwnber of twentie~h century 

philosophers have tried to show that the reality of time 

does not req~ire the A-series •. They do not of coJrse deny 

the reality of time; but they refuse to accept the dynamic 

aspect of ti..11e. They maintain -that events are not really past, 

present or future. So the question of an event being changed 

from pastness to presentness, or from presentness to futurity 

does not arise. Accorct+ng to these thinkers, events are 

ordered in ];)ermanent B-~elations of simultaneity, precedence 

and succession. 'l'hese relations between events are describe-

able in a tens el es s la.ngu a.g.e. . 'l'his view is k.£1 O'.v as 

'l'he tenseless 

theory alone, these thinkers hold, can save time frcm the 

Mc·.raggartian charge of a vicious infinite regress. 
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~rgUTl)_r:::~~~ to show that the temporal de·te.rmination of events 

- t w · ct ;ve ·r·he f;_r"'t k; nd as past, present and tu ure are s J J e ·.... • ...... ..... _._ 

of arguments is ~-...E.~-~~£~1 since it is based on a conceptual 

analysis of the ordinary concepts of temporal determinations. 

The B-theor~~~~ claim that· the very meaning of present (or 

past or future) is such that an essential reference is made 

to a subject. 

the B-theorists ·seek" ·support fran the disccNeries of modern 

science of their claim about the min~~~~~~~~~~ of temporal 

determinations. Russell, Smart, Guine, Grunbaum with many 

other thinkers have argued for this theory, while Broad, 

Reichenbach, Prior, Gale, Schlesinger have offered arguments 

to repudiate this view. 

Bertrand ~ussell was the chief upholder of the tenseless 

theory o£ time. .Since 1903 when his 'l'he Princioles of 
-.--·------~-------

.rvla~-l:!~~t~~~l was first punlished, the .issue turned mainly on 

the translatability of contingent tensed statements into 

tenseless statements about permanent relations between events. 

The B-theorists have tried to prove that ten~~~..A~~£,~~~~ 

are translatable into te!2.sel~-~!?..._~xe.r~E~~~s ___ ~C2,; __ §;:-relat:.L~ 



between events. An event is not past, present or future 

intrinsically ;it is merely earlier than., $imul taneo..1s with 

or later than s orne other chos_~ _ _§_~nt. As Nels on Goodman 

puts it : 

'''rhe past, present and future narne_no 
times. Kather the 'is past at', 'is 
present at 1 

, and the • is future at • 
are tenseless two-place predicates that 
may respectively be translated by the 
tenseless predicates 'is earlier than', 
I iS at I and I iS late!' than I • 
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'l'he chosen event, the 3-theorists say, is ~itner a 

90 

lil1.g~ist~~~ or a mental_even~. A-expressions are 

red~cLble to B-expressions either by (A) Lin~istic Re~ction 

It is said that 

A-determinations involve a reference to a subject either as 

a language~user or as a perceiver. 5o i£ there were no 

language-users or perceivers in the world, there would still 

be a d-series of time, but there wc:uld not be any A-series. 

According to the B-theorists, to say that an event 

occurred or will occur,simply means that it occupies a time 

earlier later than my statement about it. I'hat is to say, 

an A-statement asserting a particUlar A-determination is 
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situational; it signifies the speaker's temporal r·el at ion to 

the event reported by his statement. The .D-theorists as 

linguist philosophers accept Hans Keichenbach's
3 

token-reflexive analysis of statements. By •token 1 Reichen-

bach means an individual sign. A token-reflexive word or 

sentence is one every token of which refers to itself. Hence 

the statement 1 M is past (present or future) • can be analysed 

into the statement 1 M is earlier than (simultaneous with, 

later than) t'his t.oken •. Here 'this token' refers to the 

occurrence of the entire sentence within which it occurs. 

'rhe most sophistic::ated token-reflexive analysis of 

A-statements ·has been developed by J.J.C.Smart
4

• The 

sta·tement • 'I'he boat was upstream , is level, will be 

dovmstream' , can be· ·analys·ed, Smart says, in the following 

manner : the o:::casions on which the boat is upstream are 

earlier than this utterance, the occasion on which it is 

level is simultaneous with this utterance, and the occasions 

on which it is downstream are later than this utterance. 

Smart claims to have devised a tenseless language in which 

there are no tensed copulas In such a language the words 

•earlier than', 'later than' and 'simultaneous with' are 

used in cornbination with a non-temporal copula and the 

expression 'this utterance•. 

It should be noted that 'this utterance• in the above 

analysis has not been used in its ordinary tensed sense, 
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5 where 'this' would mean 'the person, thin£_or idea present• • 
-- I I ·'"'""" 

1
" 

0 ,j 

Smart has used it in a tenseless way that is directly 
) 

self-referential. 

The Token-reflexive analysis, Snart contends, reveals 

the latent anthropocentricit~ or lin9uocentricity of 

A-expressions; that is to say, these expressions refer to a 

token produced by some person or language-user and are without 

cosmic significance. As in this analysis all tensed verbs ancl. 

copulashave been eliminated, the detensed statement describes 

a B-relation between an event and the occurrence of the 

sentence-token. 

But it may be urged that when a statement, for example, 

'Ivl is past' is .. : rendered as • l"l is earlier than this token •, 

-che latter does not fulfil the requirement of an ideal 

tenseless language. In such an ideal language the sen~ences 

occurring in it must be freely repeatable. "While the 

B-theorists seek to create an ideal language by eliminating 

tensed verbs and copulas, there is every rocm to doubt 

whether they have succeeded in doing so. For both • M is 

Past• and 'M is earlier than this token' are subject to the 

same temporal conditions for making true statements; that is 

to say, they are to be used later than the occurrence of the 

event M. But to achieve free repeatability an A-statement 

must be reduced to a genuine B-staternent expressing a 

permanent B-relation between two events. 
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It may also be urged that when a statement, for example, 

1 'I'his chair is now red 1 is rendered as 'The chair's being red 

is (tenselessly) simultaneous with this token 1
, the two 

sentence.s .. do .not. mean t.he .same thing. ·l'he latter statement 

entails that there exists a token, but the former does not. 

Statements having different entailment relations cannot have 

the same meaning. rhis· is evident fro.'Tl the £act that the 

sentence 1 'I'he chair is now red even though no token occurs 1 

is not self-contradictory. lt is contingently false. Our 

ordinary conception· of A.:.. determinations do not cont aio. eny 

reference to a language-user or a linguistic token; There 

is no c,ontradiction in conceiving of the world devoid of 

language-users and linguistic ·tokens. In such a world a chair 

may exist being red without any l.inguistic-token correspond

ing to it. Host of the physical events, as ·Moore6 says, are 

percipient-independent. This entails that most of the 

physical events are utterer-independent. So the chair may 

be red now, though nobody perceives it now and no sentence 

- token occurs. l'his shows that the statement 1 'l'he chair is 

now red, though no token occurs' is only contingently false. 

But a statement like 1 ·.rhe chair 1 s being red is (tenselessly) 

simultaneous with this token, even though no token occurs; 

is utterly self-contradictory. 
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Date-Sentence Analysis of Tensed .:ientences 

same B-theorists8 ·translate A-statements into 

B-statements ·by ascribing tenselessly a date to the event 

reported by the original statement. 1 1t is now raining• 

can thus be rendered', ·fo.t ·exarriple 1 as '1rtain is at December 20, 

1992 I • It has been claimed that this kind of rendering 

expresses a timeless B-relation between the event and the 

date. ·fuese thinker believe that language can be dentensed 

in this way without loss of meaning, and that A-determinations 

are not intrinsic to events. In modern mathematical logic '.ve 

find such tenseless ascriptions of date. For example, 

1 ·I'here is a sea-battle, which is at December 20, 1992 1 
•. 

Here the 1 is 1 of ~~ist~~~:!-..'l-l-~~tif.i~E, and the 1 is 1 of 

the cha~act~£~si~~-~se~l'l are tenseless. Quine
9 

claims that 

this ten[;eless mode of ex'istential quantification provides 

the most sui ta;':>l e kind of description of lviinkov..rskian 10 

four-dimensional space-time as employed i::1 the theory of 

relativity. un this theory the whole history of physical 

phenonena is laid out as a changless whole devoid of any 

distinction between past, present and future. 

Richard Gale
11 

has an argument against the date-sente...'"lce 

theory. He says that a date-sentence does not inclicab:J 

whether the described event is past, present or futurei so 

this kind of analysis fails to analyse tensed, sentences. But 

this argument of Gale begs ·t::he question, for it assumes that 
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tensed sentences refer to events with A-deteLTiinations. But 

the de·tensers precisely deny this very assumption_ 

Against the detensers it ma:Y, ha.vever, be urged that a 

tensed sentence like 1 'I'he boat is level now' is true, if, and 

only iC i·t is uttered simultaneously w.ith the eve,nt referred 

to. But a tenseless date-sentence like 1 The boat is levelr on 

July 20, 1992' has temporally unrestricted truth-conditi.'-..u3j 

if this sentnece is once true, it is true on every occasion 

of its utterance. Since the above two kinds of sentences 

have different: truth conditions, it follOI:JS that the date 

-sentence is nat the proper analysans of the tensed sentence. 

. 1 2 
Russell-~ argues that A-determinations involve a 

B-relatiQ~ to a perceiver or utterer. So an A-stat~~ent such 

as • 'I'he chair is now (was or will be) red • can be rendered ,as 

1 'I'he chair • s being red is (tenselessly) simultaneous with 

(earlier or later tha'1) this •, in which 1 this • is a ~i~~ 

l2E.~~~~ for a sense-datum experienced oy the speaker at 

the time he makes this utterance. 

But it is to be noted that a sense-datum is a mental 

event which, in principle, cannot be experienced by anyone 

other than the person who is reporting it. .so it can oe said 
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that A-determinations contain a reference to a mental event. 

'l'his kind of analysis of A-determinations can be called 

~ o-c ~~ t ri~-..2.~rt i~~~ ar _an ~~.X.~~--?... It seeks to establish that 

A-determinations are ~£hOl<?:;Ji~al, and that the ternporal 

determinations of an event is analysable in terms of B-rela-

tions ca.1sisting of expectation, perception and memory of a 

percipient • 

.aut it may be urged that this kind of analysis renders 

corrununication impossible. '.rhe 'this • here is a sense-datum 

private to the speaker. • Only the speaker can know the 

refer~~t of 'this'. So it seems impossible for the hearer to 

know the event which is simultaneous with the chair being 

red. 

Fran the discussion above, it appears that both the 

(A) token-reflexive and (B) ego-centric particular analyses 
,• .•. ' 

distort the·· meaning of our ordinary temporal expressions. 

Ordinary language involves a realistic attutude to.vards 

A-determinations, which is not satisfied with these sorts of 

analysis. 

A-theorists agree with l1c'l'aggart as reg ard.s his posi tiye 

thesis that time .involves .the A-series of temporal facts and 

that the A-series is more fundarnen tal. But they refuse to 

accept his negative thesis, that this se~ies involves a 

vicious infinite regress. They have also questiooed the 

validity of the reduction of A-statemen·ts into B-statements. 
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·.fuey have distinguished the time-words of the A-series and 

3-series by three prcminent features : 

(i) the words of the A-Series imply a time-flO\v -- even·t:s 

13 flmving frcm the future through the present to the past • 

No such flow is associated with the time-words of the B-Series 

in which events are chahgeH~ssly connected with one another. 

Bergson14 , perhaps, in anticipation of this kind of conception, 

denied that there can really be any static temporal se.:::-i.e::: 

at all. He said that if we try to conceive time as a static 

gecmetrical line, we are really thinking o£ spacei 

(ii) the most prominent feature of the time-words of the 

A-Series is that they are indispensable in our expressions of 

emotions and acti on.s. If one utters with a si9h of relief, 

15 
''l'hank goodness , it • s over' , then the utterance expresses 

the fact that someone is pleased that on such and such date 

scmething is over. It does not merely mean that the 

unpleasant thing is earlier than the utterance on such and 

such date. 3-stat~nents fall short of expressing these 

mental attitudes; 

(iii) the third feature has proved to be the most 

controversial one. It has been claimed by the B-theoris·ts 

that the words 'past', 'present', • future • and • now • are i1Ll 

defineable, in terms of 'this utterance'or 'tnis token' . 

.dut the A-theorists contend that these kinds of rendering do 
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16 
not fulfil all the requirements of ah ideal language • 

Mellor's thesis : H.ecently Hugh Hellor has upheld 

Hc·raggart•s idea that the A-Series involves contradition. He 

has further adnitted that it is not ultimately possible to 

reduce the notions of P.ast, present and future to simply 

those earlier and later relations. .In I~ellor• s opinion tense 
' ' ' . ' 

is indispensable for the e~pression of anY phenomenon which 

is back>vard or £orward.looking. By 'te~' Hellor does not 

mean merely the grammatical onei tense involves anything that 

can be expressed by tensed utterances. As he puts it, 11what 

d b k d ' dif . ' rb •1 7 I call tense nee not e mar e oy mo y~ng ve S 1 By 
,, 

'tense• Mellor means, the present, and temporal distances 

from it, past and future 1118 • By •tensed' statements he means 

those that say how near or far from the present, past or 

future something is. 

l~llor does not think that tense is subjective. Past, 

present:. and future tensed statements, he says, are objectively 

true or false independently of our consciousness. Mellor's 

thesis is based on the contemporary philosophical theory that 

meaning has to do with truth conditions. He maintains that 

the truth conditions for tensed utter~ces can be stated in 

tenseless terms. As he says, eft heir tenseless truth conditions 

leave tensed facts no scope for determining their truth values. 

So in reality there are no such ·facts •119 • 
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Mellor•s.thesis is·against tensed facts; though tensed 

utterances are indispensable, there are no such facts; the 

necessary and sufficient truth conditions required for such 

expressions, Mellor says, are tenseless facts : • e is past; 

is ·true, if,· 'and only if· the expression using the token 

1 e is past• is after e. For determining the truth of the 

tensed sentenc'e~·token • e ·is past • no reference to tensed 

facts is required. That role is performed by tenseless facts. 

so the hypothesis of tensed facts is redundant. 

Mellor contends that, if for determining the truth of 

any tensed statement, ·reference to tensed fa~ts were required, 

then that would involve an infinite reg~esp. ·.ro say, for 

example, '
1 1 e is past 1 is true, if and only if e is now past", _,. 

does not end the matter there. For it will then need further 

clarification ; that, what has been said is true if e is 
I 

past now, and again that wilL be true if 
J 

e is past now now, 

and so on indefinitely. Thus Nellor wants to show that any 

attempt to state the truth conditions in a tensed way, but 

also conclusively, is bound to lead to an infinite regress. 

But if we want to stop at any stage and give a definite 

answer, that will produce a con·tradiction. For if the 

sentence is true at sane presen·t time, it must be false at 

sa-ne other time. 

But l..r.lell or 1 s argument t b · 1 d · seems o e m~s ea lng. A 

parallel argument might be fonoulated to point out the 
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mistake implicit in t,he argument. It ~ight be said that 

something is a triangle, if it is trilateral. So someone 

might urge that this is the truth condition for the statement 

that something is a triangle, that this ··is all that is 

required for the truth of the statement. ~o it might app~ar 

that there is no scol?e .. Jo.r .. anY. reference to any other fact 

such as the objectiv~ty of triangles. But if somebody claims 

that it is an objective fac't about something that it is a 

triangle, or about an event that it is past, then in order 

to rule them out as facts, something more is necessary than 

merely to state the sufficient and and necessary truth 

conditions. for such statements. 

With regard to Mellor's contention that any attempt to 

state the truth conditions conclusively leads to an infinite 

regress, it might be said that this involves a failure to see 

tensed utterances for what they are. When saneone says that 

'e is past' there is no indefini~eness in the utterance. 
) 

There may, of course, be indefiniteness in some special 

cases, when we come across a tensed sen,tence written down 

without our knowing the circumstances in which it was written • 

.out when the circumstances of a tensed utterance are taken 

into account, there remains no indefiniteness as t6 its 

meaning. 

Similarly, it may also b~ said that McTaggart fails to 

see the obvious propert;;ies of token-reflexive expressions. 

We do not find any difficulty in understanding 
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token-reflexive expressions. rrh.ere would of course be real 

trouble if these expressions would require, as t1ellor' s thesis 

suggests, further token-reflexives in their statement. For 

this would .. bri,ng us .to t.he beginning of an infinite regress. 

20' ' 11ichael D.lnmet has opined that the objection that 

HcTaggart was blind to the properties of token-reflexives 

misses the point and involv~s a grave rnisunders·tanding. he 

thinks that Mc'l'aggart was quite aware of the pecularity of 

temporal token-reflexives. That is \-.'hy he did not produce 

similar paradoxes with r.·egard to 'here' and 'there', '1' and 

'you •. It is to be admitted that there is an asymmetry bet-

'vveen time and space. One can change one's position in space, 

but the same is not possible with regard to time. 'Ihis 

asymmetry of time and· space gives temporal token-reflexives 

a greater importance in our conception of time than spatial 

token-reflexives have in our conception of space. Token ... 

reflexive expressions enter essentially into the statement· 

of the pastness, presentness or futurity of events. DJ.mment 

says that the spatial token-reflexive expressions are not 

essential to the description of objects in space. 

3ut this part .of .tvJcTaggart's argument, according to 

Dummet, demonstrates the reality of time, not its unreality. 

For it shO\·Js that time cannot be reduced to anything else. 

Ee alleges McTaggart of taking for granted that there must 

be a canplete description of reality. .:iince vJe capnot 



describe temporality without using token-reflexive 

expressions, there can be no such canplete description. 
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Frcm this .Hc'l'aggart concludes that time must be unreal. · But 

this conclusion) wmment thinks, is self-refuting. 

puts it, 

''Clearly even if the world is really 
static, our apprehension of it cr1anges • 

.. It 'does not help. to say that we are 
even mistaken about what we think we 
see, because the fact would remain that 
we still make different such mistakes 
at different times .. 21. 

The Empirical Arquments of the B-theorists 

As he 

B-theorists have advanced empirical arguments also in 

favour of their thesis that temporal becoming is subjective. 

'l'hese arguments are based on the findings of modern science, 

especially on the theory of relativity. Before we discuss 

them let us try to understand the concept of"becoming' or 

'tempor~ passage' 22 • 

In his famous novel The lvlagic l"lountain, IhQ'nas Lvlann 

writes, '''l~me has no divisions to mark its passage, there is 

never a thunderstorm or blare of trumpets to announce the 

beginning of a new month or year. Even when a new century 

begins, it is only we mortals who ring bells and fire off 

pistols 1123 • 
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The Passaoe of 'rime 

The notion of temporal passage,however, is deeply 

embedded in our commonsense conception of time. 'I'he expre-

ssion 'the river of time' signifies this notion of passage. 

1'emporal passage is conceived in tv1o opposite ways : 

(i) eithe~ we think of ourselves as moving from the past, 

through the present in~o the future; 

or 
' 

(ii) events are conceived as ccxning towards us from the 

future; they touch us in the present and then recede 

behind us into the past. This very fact has been 

articulated by HcTaggart as the dynamic aspect of 

time. 'I'he notion of temporal becoming is another way 

of thinking abaut the matter. As Grunbaum puts it : 

11 It is this .occurring or ccming into being 
of previously future events and their 
subsequent belonging to' the past which is 
called becOming •• 24 • 

Grumbaum admits that b~coming is a prominent feature of 

our tenporal awareness. But the question is : Is it also a 

feature of reality independently of our awareness of ·it 1 

l1.J.ch controversy has centred on this issue. 

As a reaction to Mc'l'aggart 1 s. analysis of time, a large 

number of twentieth..:..centUJ:'Y philosophers hold that the 



transient view characterises time, by misleading metaphors 

But such as 'flying•, •passing• or 'the river of time•. 

according to these thinkers, events cannot literally move; 
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they exist tenselessly. 'I'he tensed cha.{-acterisations such 

as past, present and future are not genuine properties 0f 

events. This view leads them to conclude that temporal 

passage is a myth
25 There is no such thing as the moving 

nOvl; time does not move at all • 

.Events and the Time-flow : 

lt has been already mentioned (in Chapter 2) that the 

prdblem of reconciling the notion of temporal passage with 

the idea of:·unrepeatable existence of particular events was 

f . . db 3t .. •t' 26 
1rst recogn1ze y s • AUgus 1ne • ln his opinion the past 

and the future can be recalled or anticipated respectively. 

So they must exist in some sense. But wherever past and 

future times may exist, Augustine says, they cannot exist 

there as •past• or as 'future•. For by definition the past 

is that which is no longer and the future is that \vhich is 

not yet. So, Austine concludes, if the past and the future 

are to exist at all,they must exist there as •present•. 

The same kind of puzzlement has been expressed by 

I'1oore27 also. He says that when an event is present,· that 

is a characteristic which the event cannot possess when it 



is absent. But an event cannot possess any characteristic 

when it is not present; so how can an event possess the 

characteristics of pastness or futurity when by definition 

it is not present ? 

lOS 

Now, Augustine and 11oore were not B-theorists in any 

sense of the term. 0n this point'· however, B-theorists 

agree with them. C.D.Broad28 , as a B-theorist, pointed out 

that it is misleading to analyse a tensed statement such as 

1 lt has rained' as that there is atrainy event' which 

momentarily possessed the quality of presentness, and then 

lost it and acquired pastness. Broad means that when an 

event X is not present, it occupies a mc:ment either before 

or after my statement about it. 'I'hus Broad claims that an 

event does not undergo any changes, but it must continue to 

be. The Battle of Hastings preceded the Battle of Waterloo, 

hence it must eternally continue to p~ecede the later event; 

for both events must be eternally at their respective 

mcments. Broad, as a B-theorist, did not recognise any 

ontological distinction between events. All events, accord

ing to him, are equally real and determinate. The past and 

the future exist no less than the present. But past and 

future are not essential characteristics of events. With 

1-<.ussell, Broad admitted that pas.t, present and future are 

analysable into external relations of statements of minds 

and their oojects. 
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'I'hus in this theory events are conceived as constituting 

a linear series along which the subject or consciousn·ess 

travels. l"his conception has been described by him in the 

following manner : 

''Along this, and in a fixed direction we imagine the 

characteristic of presentness a~ moving·somewhat like a spot 

of light from a policeman's bull's eye traversing the fronts 

of the houses in a street. ~~at is illuminated is the 

present, what has been illumina·ted is the past, and what has 

not yet been illuminated is the future
1129

• 

This theory has in the above way been described and 

rejected by Broad himself in his later a<;::counts as the 

•police-man's bull's eye theory'. He admits that this kind 

of thinking comrni ts oneself to an infinite regress of 

time-series. If presentness or the now moves, it must move 

along the .static series of moments which is to be regarded 

as the first-order time-series. I'he acquisition and the 

immediately subsequent loss of presentness or nowness of an 

event, would then have to be regarded as an event of the 

second-order· ·time:...series .· That is 'to say, we would have to 

postulate a second time-scale with respect to which the 

movement of presentness ··along the f.:j.rst-order time-series is 

to be measured. Broad thinks that only in this way the 

notion of temporal passage can be explainect30 • 
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But this would lead us to postulate an infinite number 

of higher and still higher dimensions of time. Horeover, 

it seems to be an ontological wastage that in order to save 

a particular view of time, one should have to postulate 

different orders of time. 

·me notion of temporal passage, however, received vigo-

. f u.-..- t31 rous attacKs ran ~~~ar . ~art alleges that we hypostatise 

time as we think of it as a liquid on Vfhich events float. 

s-nart says that events cannot change; it is only things that 

can change or become scmething else. A traffic light, for 

example, can change its colour fran red to green. But it makes 

no sense to speak of a change to that change. Events only 

happen. Broad also said that events do not change; but he 

said that they become; by this he meant that events come into 

existence. But Smart does not agree with him, for he thinks 

that events do not come into-beingi they just occur. 

Smart distinguishes events from processes. 'rtunning a 

race' or 'fighting a battle' are processes, but 'winning a 

race• or 'victory• are events that neither do nor do not 

change. A person's birth, death or marriage are events, b'-~t~ 

his life is a process. ~art seeks to establish that the 

concept of ch~ge does n,ot apply t.o events. 

3ut Schlesinger
32 

does not agree with ~art in holding 

that attributing changes to events is to cornrni t a category 
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mistake. ·t"Ji th .Smart he admits that an event obviously 

cannot change colours like a traffic light. out, according 

to Schesinger, that is l}O reason to think that it cannot 

change with .re:spect to <3; .Property that i't does have at 

present. It may be said that every event is related in a 

0 0 t h 1 ' I d 0 , l 1:- d 010 spec1f1c way to . E?· .. now , ... an . 1s capao e o- un erg ng 

changes in that relat·ionship. Schesinger does not find any 

inconsistency in this conception. 

33 However., Smart .contends that the notion of time-flo"' 

prevents us seeing the world as it is. Our comm0n thinking 

with regard to events, things and the so-called time-flow is 

the source of all perplexities \vith regard to time. As it 

has been suggested by Smart, we s!1ould replace these notiot:J,s 

by the Minkowskian idea of a four-aimensional space-time which 

exists tenselessly. Temporal facts are tacts of before and 

after and of simultaneity. un this view time is very much 

like space consisting only of unchanging relations among 

objects and events.' These objects and events exist in the 

tenseless sense of •exist'. l'he concepts of past, present 

and future have significance relative only to human thought. 

They do not apply to the universe as such • 

.::mart draws an analogy between 1 past 1
, • present • and 

'future' and colour concepts. Each of them is intersubjectivP-

as dependent on individual forms of consciousness for their 

application. They all. contain a hidden anthropocentricity. 
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The concepts of earlier~ later and simultaneity on the other 

hand, Smart says, are non-anthropocentric. 

Similar arguments have been constructed by Marleau 

-Ponty34 to shO\·J that time is subjective. ·l'ime, he says, is 

a function of individual hwnan consciousness i even the notion 

of an event has no place in ·the Objective l.vorld. 

11. Ponty anticipates the obvious objections to this claim 

for the subjectivity of te1nporal concepts, that events surely 

took place before there were any conscious bei.ngs in this 

world. lt is as well imaginable that events will be taking 

place even after conscious beings have ceased to exist. 

As a phen·omenolcgist· r-·1. Panty claims that the meaning of 

a concept is to be understood in perceptual terms only. So 

any claim for the existence or occurrence of events before 

the existence of conscious beings is to be justified by the 

verification that can be made of them by conscious beings 

nO\v. Thus .t·1. 9onty 1 s verificationist theory of meaning gives 

rise to his thesis that temporal concepts are subjective. 

It might significantly be asked, if time is a purely 

subjective notion, how do we attain a cc:mmon understanding 

of time and its passage -? 'l'he notions of past, present, 

future are intersubj ective noticns - we have a common concep-

tion of them. H. Ponty says that ·it is because of the lived 

pres~!t, that we all share, that the intrinsic subjectivity 
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of consciousness is transcended. ·.fue lived present provides 

a common ground for au.r individual pas~s and futures which 

are ·tied to our individual consd.ousness. But there would 

be no such temporal concepts v1ithout this individual 

consciousness. 

'Ihis view of 1'1. Ponty is very close to .snart • s view that 

past, present and future are anthropocentric not ions. But 

this does not conclusively prove that temporal concepts are 

non-cibj ective. 

Let ~~s consider the case of c.olour concepts. ·mere are 

scrne philosophers who maintain ·that colour is a subjective 

phenomenon, for the perception of colour of things depend on 

our sensibility. out col our concepts ar,e int ersubj ective too. 

~o it appears that when we see a particular colour of a thingJ 

the reason is not entirely within us; there must be some 

cibj ective oasis also~ Physics explains that the wave -length 

of the light reflected from an object is in part responsible 

for our perceiving a particular colour.. In the same way, it 

ca~ be said that there must be something about time itself 

for which events are ·taken as past, present and future. It 

is Obvious that if there were no conscious beings with t~~poral 

consciousness, there would be no ascriptions of pastness, 

presentness and futurity to events. Bu·t there wc:uld still 

remain the possibility of such ascriptions by possible 

conscious beings. 
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The upshot of the discussion above is that the thesis 

of the non-abj ectivi·ty of temporal concepts has been supported 

by a large number of philosophers. 'rhey have of'fe,red various 

arguments in support of their thesis. They have tried to 

show the inherent inconsistencies the ideq of a temporal 

passage. .:3cme of them appea.l to the findings of modern 

science and to the theory of relativity~ to establish the 

subjectivity of temporal concepts. vle shall now consider 

these empirical arguments. 

35 
Adolf Grunbaum Cl.evelops his thesis of the mind-dependency 

of temporal concepts and temporal becc:xning against his rival 

thesis ·that temporal becaning is mind-independent. 'rhe central 

point in the r?r~le~ ... 0.! time, according to Grunbaum, is the 

stat1d_o?_of_~h~...£E.~enti for the past and the future are 

characterised by him as being before and after the present. 

So the issue of the.mind~dependency of becDming, Grubaum 

thinks, turns on the so-called transient 'now•. ·me 'now • or 

the present is orclinac!:'ily conceived as an attribute of events 

directly apprehended in .perceptual awaren~ss. Grunbaum refers 

to sone relevant scier:ttific facts that must be taken into 

account in order to detE:rmine the status of the present. ·As 

co.-nmonsense view is scientifically untu·tored, Grumb~um says, 
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... , ',,' 

both of the followin<;J: · phys.ical events are characte.z;:-i·sed by 

it as • occurring now• or 'belonging to .. the p~esept 1· ~ two 

events are observed at 'the same time t; one of them ·is a 
,, ' 

s·tellar expl0sion that occurred several mi'll,ion· years 'before 
I 

t, but \vhich is se~n on earth at t; . the other event is C:i 

fl'ash of lightirig ,·.that' occu~red in a fraction of .a second 

before t, and obse+Ved at t. Grunb'alim thus seeks to 

establish that presentness'of an event, or ·the sim1.,1ltaneity 
' ': ' ' I ,' 

of two events is only apparent' and not real; that is .to say, 

it is not for any physical attribute of an.event that we 

qualify it as belonging to the present.' Grunbaum admits that 

' ' 
present day commonsense'beliefs have be9uri .to allow ,for the 

finitude of the speed of light. But he 'reminds· 1 us that 

ccmmonsense view mistakenly associates abso11i.te simultaneity 

with the 'now~ But as a matter fact, Grunbauin contends, when 

a particular human being, say M, experiences an everit at 

time t, M is conceptually awq..~e of experiencing at that 

time either the event or any oth~r event simultaneou·s with 

it in M' s reference frame. ·l'hus Grunbaum appeals to the 

theory of relativity ·to justi.fy .rds· c,laim that the n'ovmess 

of an event is mind-dependent. 

' . I 
But it m1.ght be pointed out that the.· scientific fact 

referred to here does,not lend support to GrUbaum•s thesis. 
,' '· 

It is to be admitted that commonsense s6metimes mistakenly 
' . 

ascribes presentness to the visual. effects ·now of an event 
I ' 'o I 
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which in actual reality ·occurred several millions of· years 

before it. But that does not prove that presentness has no 
' ' 

ooj ective basis. The presentness of the actual event can of 

course be calculated in accordance with th~ data of .the 

finitude of the velocity of light. so if a human .being is 

experiencing at present a stellar event 10 light yeats away, 

it can validly be inferred that the event occurred or was 

present ten years ago. '.rh~ relativity theory only suggests 

that the nowness of a physical event is to be construed 

relativistically. The special theory of relativity denouces 

absolute simultaneity of distant events. But tnat does not 
I 

entail that physical events lack nowness even in a relativis-

tic sense. So Grunbaum Is thesis that' ·not·mess is merely a 

conceptual awareness of one •: s own experiences, that nowness 

is mind-dependent, does not seem .to have a solid foundation. 

Smart, Weyl 36 and Grunbaum and their followers have 

admitted that temporal becoming is intrinsic to mental events. 

But men·tal events are C<Jrrelat~d with and causally dependent 

upon events in the b~ain. Hence it seems that mental events 

would cane to be and cease to oe in our personal experience, 

while physical events would neither come into existence, nor 
I' I 

cease to exist, but would just rema.;Ln f·or ever in fixed 

relationships. Such a. view results in peculiar coz::1sequences : 

Let it be suppo-?.ed. !:.0e::t §qtneone decides to drop i=l stoT;l.e into 

a pond; the decision, on this theory, suddenly cqnes into 
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being, while the splash on the water caused by stone..;..throHing 

would just be. This appears to be an unintellig~le 

In support of his thesis Grunbaum claims .that if nowness 

were a real feature of reality then physical sciences would 

make allOwance for' such notions' of presentness in the theories 

of physics. k;)'ainst 'this contention it might be urged that 

in some branches of science the distinctions between past, 

present and future are vital. For exam~le, a meteorologist 

who is engaged in forecasting the weather is concerned about 

the future, whereas a ,palaeontologist studying the fossil 

records on rocks is concerned about the past. Hilic Capek 

has also shown ample use of the notion of present and of its 

correlatives past and future in the physical theories. So 

Grubaum 1
S claim seems. to be unjustified •. It might be added 

that his theory of th.e mind-dependency of the notion of 

presentness, or for that matter of temporal becoming, ~s a 

philosophical interpretation of the theory of relativity)which 

does not provide a complete account of time and temporal 

consciousness. 

It is, of course, true that modern physics, or to be 

more specific, quantum mechanics has introduced the idea of 

1 imaginary time 1 ; the· Newtonian idea of an ab,solute time has 

been abandoned. 'rime is now a personal concept relative to 

the observer. In such a conception there is no impor·tant: 

difference between forward and backward directions of time, 
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that is, between the future and the past. This conception, 

however, f t
. 37 

recognizes' three arrows o Lme the themodynamig_ 

arrow --- (i) the direction in which entropy or disorder in-

creases; 

(ii) the pslchological arrow --- the directio~ in which 

we feel that time passes frcm the past to the future, so that 

we remember the past and not the future; 

(iii) the cosmol~ical arrow --- the direction in which 

the universe is conceived as expanding. 

It has been explained that . the psychological arrow of 

time is determined by the thermodynamic arrow; t0ey point to 

the same direction. We remeillber things in the order in which 

disorder increases. The int·act cup is a state of order, while 

the broken pieces of the same cup represent a dis'ordered 

state. And we remember the intact cup breaking into pieces, 

not the pieces gathering themselves together to form the 

unbroken cup. These two arrows of time coincide with the 

cosmological arrow of time. 'I'hat is tb say, all the three 

arrows of time point to the' same direction. so this new 

conception of physics seems to recognise that there is scxne 

distinction between ~he past and the future, and that the 

past, present and future are not mere subjective phenomena. 
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An Indian View About the Status of the Present 

Grunbaum has asserted that the central point in the 

problem of time is the status.o£ the present. He has 

developed the theory of the stilijectivity of temporal deter

minations on the thesis of the non-existence ?f the present 

time. 

There is an ancient Iridian vie,·J mentioned and repudiated 

by the Nyaya thinkers. The view runs as follows : there is 

no present .. time, since the: -present is not identi·fiable. 

vmen a fruit, for example,. loosened from a stalk, is falling 

on the ground, the path through which it has fallen is 

connected with past time; the path below, which it has yet to 

fall, is cortnect·ed with· future time. As there is no third 

part of the path to be connected with the present, there is 

no present time. 

According to scme Indian scholars38 this is a realistic 

theory that repudiates ~he existence of the present, but 

accepts the reality of the past and the future. 

But it should be pointed OU:t that the view under consi

deration is quite similar. to that held by Nagarjuna; the 

argument is also similar. It appears that the existence of 

the past and the future have been accepted for the sake of 

the argument. The aim of the argument seems to deny·: all the 
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divisions of time t.hrcugh the denial of the present • 

._ - 3 9 · d · t · · f t h · · •Tl\-.e In Nya;y-.a-.~tra we fln a c.rl lCl'sm o lls v1ew. J.u 

Nyaya thinkers realised the importance ,of conceiving the 

present as a ¢lur.a~iqq;.,_ anq no"t as an ipstant. .mey have 

insisted that time s.hould not be understood with reference of 

space. 'l'he Nyaya is a realistic and pluralistic system. 

Among other objects· it recognises absolute time. Lut the 

discussion here is about relative or empirical time. Empirical 

time ari.ses from the· association of absolute time \'lith action o 

.In the given case, the action of the f.alling of the f.J;.Uit 

. d' t t' 40 1n 1cates presen 1me The Ny~ya thinkers realised the 

necessity of conceiving the present as a duration and not as 

an instant of zero duration. As we have seen, Augustine was 

also puzzled with regard to the existence of the present for 

the same reason. If the now or present is taken as an 

instant of zero duration, time eludes us. Whitehead has 

conceived the present as a duration. The duration of the 

present v'ihitehead says, need not necessarily be same in all 

41 cases 
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''' 
In Bhartrhari•s v~klfapadiya there is· a beautiful 

, ' 

karika as noted below : .... _ ... -:. 

Trnaparnalataclin.i yatha src;>to,•nukar~ati.;. 
. . . ---·--------~·--~----

pravartayati kal 0 I pi matr~ matrav·atam ifatho/}<.ajika 41 II 

:just as the river drives away' gr.ass,, leave's,. 

creepers etc. so ever-active· time too takes away beings., 
,, 

and causes changes in ~heir qualities. 

It should be pointe9. out. that, to Bhart:rhar;-i Time 

or Ka'la is th~ .power o;; · .s'akt'i of B;t:ahman. It is eternal 

and unchangeable, yet it is 'tne cause. of. all changes or 

motions or orders. of the world. The cc:ming, ihto 
I ' ',' I • I 

existence and passing out of existence of all things is 
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caused by time alone. 
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